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Parallel electric fields in the upward current region of the aurora:
Numerical solutions
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Direct observations of the parallel electric field by the Fast Auroral Snapshot satellite and the Polar
satellite suggest that the ionospheric boundary of the auroral cavity is consistent with an oblique
double layer that carries a substantial fraction~roughly 5% to 50%! of the auroral potential. A
numerical solution to the Vlasov–Poisson equations of a planar, oblique double layer reproduces
many of the properties of the observed electric fields, electron distributions, and ion distributions.
The solutions indicate that the electron and ion distributions that emerge from the ionospheric side
dominate the structure of the double layer. The ionospheric electron distribution includes scattered
and reflected~mirrored! primaries, auroral secondaries, photoelectrons, and a cold population. A
large fraction of the ionospheric electrons is reflected by the parallel electric field whereas the
ionospheric ions are strongly accelerated. The steep density gradient between the ionosphere and the
auroral cavity results in a highly asymmetric double layer, with a strong, localized positive charge
layer on the ionospheric side and a moderate, extended negative charge layer on the auroral cavity
side. This structure results in an asymmetric electric field, a feature also seen in the observations.
The electric field observations, however, do not always support a planar double layer since the
parallel and perpendicular signals are not always well correlated. Fully two-dimensional solutions
are needed to better reproduce the observed features. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the outstanding problems in space plasma ph
ics has been to describe the self-consistent structure of
allel electric fields that accelerate auroral electrons. Obse
tions from the Fast Auroral Snapshot1 ~FAST! and Polar2

satellites have revealed new properties of the parallel ele
fields and the charged particle distributions that support
existence of oblique strong double layers3–7 at the iono-
spheric boundary of the auroral cavity. There has been
tensive research on the topic of double layers~see Raadu8 for
a review! including an application to the auroral problem.3–7

Thus, the theoretical framework for double layers, includ
oblique, strong double layers,6,8 has been well developed.

A major advance from earlier theoretical efforts on p
allel electric fields is now possible because the problem
better constrained by recent high time resolution obs
vations.1 Another critical advance is the recognition that
parallel electric field in the upward current region of t
aurora is not confined to a single region along the auro
flux tube but, instead, there appear to be at least
spatially-separated regions of parallel electric fields. T
idea is supported by recent FAST observations, earlier ob

a!Also at the Department of Astrophysical and Planetary Sciences.
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vations from the Dynamics Explorer satellite,9–11 and large-
scale modeling efforts.12 The concept of several separate a
celeration layers changes the modeling approach; the
regions of parallel electric fields can be treated separately
addition, the role of wave–particle interactions, once thou
to disrupt strong double layers, is now better understood w
current observations. Wave emissions appear to coexist
the parallel electric field and strongly modify the accelera
distributions but do not necessarily disrupt the structure.

Our focus in this paper is to examine in detail the ele
tric field observations, the electron distributions, and the
distributions in the transition region between the auroral c
ity and the ionosphere. Using these observations to cons
a numerical solution, we test the hypothesis that
ionosphere–auroral cavity transition region consists of
oblique double layer that carries a minority fraction of t
auroral potential. We treat the two-dimensional~2-D! prob-
lem with a 1-D static Vlasov–Poisson solver. The problem
reduced to one dimension under the assumption of str
magnetization. The analysis is extended to two dimensi
by treating the ion polarization andEÃB drifts7 as perturba-
tions. These static solutions verify that many of the featu
in the observations are consistent with an oblique dou
layer.
5 © 2002 American Institute of Physics

P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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II. PRIOR WORK ON DOUBLE LAYERS

There has been extensive research on double layers8 so
the theoretical development is well advanced. In this sect
we do not intend to put forth a thorough review, but rather
overview the results and describe the general propertie
double layers. The earliest works generally concentrated
class of analytically-solvable, monotonic double laye
Many of these treatments assume that the electron temp
tures, ion temperatures, and plasma densities are identic
both sides of the double layer. This assumption greatly s
plifies the calculation and results in a high degree of symm
try in the solutions.

Two basic analytical approaches have emerged. O
such approach,13 sometimes referred to as the BGK metho
has a specified monotonic potential,F(z), in a time-
stationary, one-dimensional spatial system and all but on
the distributions~f a for speciesa! are specified at the spatia
boundaries. An unspecified distribution (f u) is solved for. It
must be entirely reflected or trapped and therefore it is
sumed to be nonzero only in the energy range up touF0u, the
net potential of the double layer. The specified distributio
are assumed to satisfy the time-independent Vlasov equa
throughout the potential structure withf a constant as a func
tion of energy,j, from which the individual charge densitie
can be derived:

ra~z!5qaE f a„ja~z!…S ]ja

]n D 21

dja , ~1!

where the energy is prescribed as

ja~z!5qaF~z!1
1

2
man2. ~2!

A remainder function,g(z), is defined:

g~z!5eo¹2F~z!1 (
aÞu

ra~z!. ~3!

In Eq. ~3!, the summation includes only the specified dist
butions so the remainder function,g(z), represents the ‘‘left
over’’ charge density from Poisson’s equation. To sati
Poisson’s equation, the unspecified distribution (f u) must
obey the relation

quE f u„ju~z!…S ]ju

]n D 21

dju52g~z!. ~4!

Equation ~4! can be inverted by analytic techniques if th
potential and specified distributions are in an appropr
analytic form, otherwise a numerical solution forf u must be
found. The solution, however, must satisfyf u(z,n)
>0,;(z,n) to be physical. This criterion is not automatical
satisfied, in fact, is difficult to satisfy, unless the potenti
F(z), and specified distributions (f a) are carefully con-
structed. We find, however, that numerical solutions can
found by using fits to auroral observations as the speci
distributions and fits to auroral electric field measurement
determine the potential. It is this BGK approach that we u
in this article. A complementary analytical approach involv
the specification of all of the distribution functions at th
boundaries and calculating the potential.14
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Double layers have been experimentally investigated
laboratory plasmas~see Raadu8 for a review! including
strong double layers which were produced in a magneti
plasma.15,16 A laboratory investigation of the plasma wave
associated with strong double layers17 showed a similar wave
emission pattern to that which has been observed in
aurora.1,18 In the aurora, high-frequency emissions~e.g.,
Langmuir and quasi-electrostatic whistler waves! are ob-
served on the high-potential side whereas lower-freque
turbulence~e.g., ion cyclotron waves! are seen on the low
potential side.

The idea that double layers could be responsible for
roral acceleration was investigated by Block3 who used a
fluid model to construct analytic solutions. Kinetic solution6

later were used to model the aurora as an oblique dou
layer. The solutions used primarily cold species, but th
studies did consider the presence of hot magnetospheric
Oblique double layer models assume a planar geometry
strongly magnetized electrons; electrons respond only to
parallel electric field. Ions, however, also can experienc
significant polarization drift and a non-negligible portion
their energy can go into theEÃB drift. This model was later
expanded into two dimensions8 from which solutions were
found for U-shaped potential structures in accordance w
early observations.19 Oblique double layers were subs
quently investigated with numerical simulations20 that indi-
cate that the double layer structure is nearly invariant to
liqueness of the electric field. This same numeric
simulation effort concluded that the boundary conditions
critical in modeling of the auroral double layer. Thus, w
emphasize the boundary condition rather than the compl
ties of the oblique solutions.

In this article we do not address the growth, evolution,
stability of the double layers in the aurora nor do we disc
possible nonmonotonic solutions or double layers related
ion holes.21 A number of descriptions have been presented
the formation of double layers including ion acoustic a
Bunemann instabilities. Recent efforts22 have investigated
the role of shear instabilities. This topic is best addressed
dynamic numerical simulations which can reveal the form
tion and evolution of the double layers as well as the int
action with nonlinear structures such as ion holes.

There has been considerable discussion on the stab
of the double layers13,23 since the Bohm condition8 requires
that the accelerated populations have drift velocities exce
ing the threshold of the ion acoustic and ion cyclotron ins
bilities and possibly the threshold of the Bunemann insta
ity. Strong wave emissions are associated with these unst
populations, but laboratory results have demonstrated
strong double layers are not rapidly disrupted. Auroral obs
vations in the downward current region indicate that t
wave emissions related to the double layers are spat
separated from the region of a parallel electric field.18 Au-
roral observations in the upward current region, howev
indicate that low-frequency waves coexist with the para
electric field of the double layer.1

The role of wave–particle interactions, however, can
be entirely ignored. The ionospheric ions, for example,
perpendicularly heated by the low-frequency turbulence
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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lower hybrid waves generated by the accelerated magn
spheric electrons. The heated ions evolve into a conical
tributions and acquire a significant anti-earthward drift d
to the magnetic mirror force. Interestingly, this drift helps
satisfy the Bohm and Langmuir conditions8 in a rest frame,
that is, a frame with a constant altitude above the Ear
surface. Thus the double layers in the upward current reg
as observed by satellites, do not appear to be moving a
the magnetic field. This same ion population also exp
ences strong parallel heating within the double layer as
accelerated into an ion beam. Ion heating therefore can
a significant role in the formation of the double layer. W
partially account for the ion heating on the ionospheric s
by using observed ionospheric ion distributions that are v
near the parallel electric field.

III. OBLIQUE, ASYMMETRIC DOUBLE LAYER MODEL

The parallel electric field (Ei) in the upward current
region of the aurora has been modeled on a large scale
one-dimensional, quasi-neutral solutions.12,24 These large-
scale solutions with an imposed parallel potential sugg
that Ei concentrates in two transition layers. The lowe
altitude transition layer separates the auroral cavity, the
gion in between the two layers, from the ionosphere. Acco
ing to the quasi-neutral model, the location and strength
the parallel potential in this layer is governed by auro
secondary electrons and the ionospheric scale height.
higher-altitude layer separates the auroral cavity from
plasma sheet-dominated magnetosphere. The auroral c
is often dominated by an ion beam of ionospheric origin a
precipitating electrons of magnetospheric origin. T
current-voltage properties closely follow the Knight25 rela-
tion. These results are supported by FAST, Polar, and
namics Explorer observations.

From the above modeling results and supporting ob
vations, we now know that we can treat the parallel elec
field in the transition region between the auroral cavity a
the ionosphere as a separate structure from the high-alti
parallel electric field. One boundary of the transition regi
is the auroral cavity with electrons accelerated by a hi
altitude electric field and hot magnetospheric ions that h
penetrated the high-altitude potential. The other boundar
the transition region is the ionospheric plasma. Observat
suggest that the double layer is oblique to the magn
field1,2 and carries an order of magnitude change in plas
density. The thickness of the transition region~the order of
10 km! is less than the perpendicular~to the magnetic field,
B! width of the auroral cavity~the order of 100 km!, so it
appears that the planar solutions of oblique double lay
may be used to reasonably model the observations.

The electric fields at the ionosphere–auroral cavity tr
sition region display a highly asymmetric structure1,2 with an
abrupt onset on the dense ionospheric side and a m
gradual relaxation in the auroral cavity. Interestingly, t
Bohm condition is not met by the down-going distributio
of the auroral cavity by themselves, nor is it necessary si
ionospheric ions are often the majority species through
the transition region. In addition, the electrons emerg
Downloaded 20 Jun 2003 to 128.32.147.66. Redistribution subject to AI
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from the ionospheric side contribute significantly (;40%)
to the auroral cavity density. Thus, the ionospheric popu
tions appear to dominate the physics of the double laye
the ionosphere–auroral cavity transition region.

We label the double layer at the ionosphere–auroral c
ity transition region as ‘‘strong’’ because the net potent
eF0@Ti

is , Te
is , whereTi

is and Te
is are, respectively, the ion

and electron temperatures on the ionospheric~high-potential!
side. The superscript ‘‘is’’ designates the distributions
characteristics measured on the ionospheric side of the t
sition region. The double layer is actually ‘‘weak’’ with re
spect to the auroral cavity parameterseF0<Ti

ac, Te
ac, where

the ‘‘ac’’ designates the auroral cavity~low-potential side!.
The strong density and temperature gradients are in ac
dance with a highly asymmetric solution.

Figure 1 is a cartoon of a planar, oblique double lay
The vertical direction (z) represents distance alongB ~z in-
creases with increasing altitude! and the horizontal direction
(x) represents distance perpendicular toB. The oblique solid
lines are equipotential contours of the planar double lay
assumed to extend infinitely in the6y direction ~normal to
the page!. The double layer is bounded on the top left by t
plasma of the auroral cavity and on the bottom right by

FIG. 1. A model of an oblique, asymmetric double layer. The oblique so
lines represent equipotential contours of the double layer. The ver
dashed lines indicate the magnetic field direction and the thick, horizo
dashed line is the path of a satellite traversing the region. Electrons
strongly magnetized so the electron path is guided by the magnetic fi
The line labeled ‘‘ion path’’ includes the polarization drift of an ionosphe
ion as it transits the double layer.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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ionospheric plasma. The double layer carries a signific
~factor of 10! density change.

We use FAST observations to constrain the bound
conditions. Ideally, it would be best to use observations se
rated inz along a common flux tube, but the satellite pa
~the dashed line in Fig. 1! is always nearly perpendicular t
B in the auroral zone. Thus, the ionospheric plasma co
tions are derived from data taken at point 1~labeled in Fig.
1! and the auroral cavity conditions are derived from d
taken at point 3. Under the assumed planar geometry,
plasma conditions at point 1 should be equivalent to thos
point 1a, and likewise for points 3 and 3a. The parallel el
tric field (Ei) along the satellite path should correspond
the parallel electric field along the flux tube.

The lowest-order effect~infinite magnetization! of the
oblique electric field is to linearly stretch the double lay
along the magnetic field by 1/cos(u), whereu is the angle
between the magnetic field~B! and the normal of the doubl
layer plane. In the auroral problem, electron gyroradii are
the order of 10 meters which is far less than the double la
thickness of roughly 10 kilometers. The electron motio
therefore, is restricted to the magnetic field line~Fig. 1, elec-
tron path!. The gyroradii of H1 ions are on the order of 10
meters, so H1 experiences a small polarization drift. Iono
spheric O1, however, can undergo a substantial polarizat
drift ~Fig. 1, ion path! which may affect the double laye
solution. The ion polarization drift was treated by Swift7 who
demonstrated that the ion density is perturbed by a facto

12e512
e

Mvci
2

dEx

dx
, ~5!

wheree is the fundamental charge,M is the ion mass,vci

the ion cyclotron frequency, andEx is the perpendicular elec
tric field in thex direction in Fig. 1. The net parallel energ
an ion gains as it traverses the potential is reduced
1/2MnEÃB

2 wherenEÃB is theEÃB drift in the y-direction.
In this article, we treat the ion polarization and theEÃB
drifts as perturbations to the one-dimensional double la
problem.

IV. OBSERVATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS

We base our analysis on an event published in a c
panion paper1 ~Fig. 7 in that paper! which has detailed, high
resolution electron and ion distributions. The event does
completely fit the ideal model of a planar, oblique doub
layer sinceEi and perpendicular (E') electric fields do not
have a constant ratio. Nonetheless, since all of the ten
ported direct observations of parallel electric fields indic
that E'.Ei and thatEi and E' generally have a simila
structure~and in some of the events have a good correlatio!,
we proceed with a planar model for now and disregard
complexities in the observed electric field structures.

The measured parallel electric field in the event is pl
ted in Fig. 2~a!. The horizontal axis labeled ‘‘x’’ is the dis-
tance that the satellite~traveling at;6 km/s! traveled across
the magnetic field representing observations over a 2 s pe-
riod. The horizontal axis labeled ‘‘z’’ is the projected dis-
tance along the magnetic field assuming the geometry
Downloaded 20 Jun 2003 to 128.32.147.66. Redistribution subject to AI
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lined in Fig. 1. An angle of 63° between the double lay
normal andB is assumed. This assumption forces the
potential across the double layer,*0

24 kmEi(z)dz51600 V, to
be consistent with the ion beam energy. The 63° angle is
somewhat justified because it is consistent with the ratio
the peakE' and peakEi , although the two peaks are no
simultaneous (E'

peak/Ei
peak52.0).

The measuredEi signal@Fig. 2~a!# displays an asymme
try. It has an abrupt onset on the ionospheric side and a s
relaxation on the auroral cavity side. That asymmetric sig
ture is seen in almost all the published events. The sig
also includes a time-varying component driven by inten
low-frequency~less than the H1 cyclotron frequency! turbu-
lence, so a direct integration ofEi to determine the shape o
F is not appropriate. Instead, we model the electric fi
Ez5dF/dz with a simple monotonic potential form:

F~x5const,z!52F0e2(z0 /z)2
, ~6!

where F051600 V andz054.0 km. The electric field de-
rived from Eq.~6! is drawn as a dashed line in Fig. 2. It ha
nearly identical amplitude and has a similar asymme
shape as the measured signal. The potential derived from
~6! also is consistent with the energy of the peak in the

FIG. 2. ~a! A magnified view~2 s! of the measured parallel electric fiel
inside of the auroral cavity from Fig. 7 in Ergunet al. ~Ref. 1!. The hori-
zontal axis labeled ‘‘x’’ is the distance the spacecraft traveled perpendicu
to B whereas ‘‘z’’ is the projected distance alongB, assuming a planar
double layer diagramed in Fig. 1. The dashed line is a fit to the func
dF/dz described in Eq.~6! with F051600 V andz054.0 km. ~b! The
measured energy of the peak ion fluxes~circles! plotted against2F.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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energy flux, as shown in Fig. 2~b!. The latter agreement lend
support that the assumption of a planar, oblique double la
is adequate for modeling the observations.

The electron distributions and ion distributions must
specified on the high- and low-potential sides. Two of t
distributions, f i

ac, the auroral cavity ions andf e
is , the elec-

trons on the ionospheric side, contain particles that may
‘‘reflected’’ or ‘‘trapped’’ ~particles that have insufficient en
ergy to pass through the structure! and particles that are
‘‘free’’ ~particles that have sufficient energy to pass throu
the potential structure!. The other two distributions,f e

ac, the
auroral cavity electrons andf i

is , the ions on the ionospheri
side, are entirely free particles streaming through the dou
layers. The ion distributions and the precipitating electro
~auroral cavity electrons! can be directly derived from obse
vations.

Part of the electron distribution on the ionospheric s
( f e

is), however, cannot be derived from the observatio
since spacecraft photoelectrons contaminate the mea
ment at low energies (,100 eV). We therefore break thi
distribution into two parts. The free part of the distributio
(.1600 V) is made up of precipitating electrons that we
scattered or reflected in the lower ionosphere, second
electrons emitted in the scattering process, and energ
photoelectrons produced in the ionosphere. We label the
part of the distribution asf e f

is . This part of the distribution is
specified from the observations. The reflected electron di
bution (f er

is ) is numerically derived from Eq.~4!. We com-
pare the measured distributions and the derived distribut
in the energy range from 100 eV to 1600 V to test the dou
layer solution.

As discussed above, the satellite traverses the ele
field structure nearly perpendicular toB, so the observed
auroral cavity and ionospheric distributions are not from
same flux tube. The auroral cavity electron distribution
plotted in Fig. 3. The data are from very near t
ionosphere–auroral cavity transition region~Point 3 in Fig.
1, see Ergunet al.,1 Fig. 7!. We find that the reduced distri

FIG. 3. The reduced, 1-D down-going electron distribution~circles! as mea-
sured by FAST in the auroral cavity immediately before crossing into
ionosphere. The solid line is a fit to the functionf e

ac described in Eq.~7!.
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bution is well described by a ‘‘flat top’’ distribution which
we define as

f e
ac~n!5 f 0e2me(n2n0)2/2Te

ac
~n>n0!,

f e
ac~n!5 f 0 ~0<n,n0!,

~7!

whereme is the electron mass,n052.03109 cm/s, andTe
ac

~500 eV! is the plasma sheet electron temperature. Suc
distribution is expected from parallel acceleration~from the
high-altitude parallel electric field! and mirroring in the
Earth’s dipole magnetic field. The second moment of t
distribution gives an effective temperature of;1800 eV and
an energy flux peak at 3400 eV. The valuef 0 is determined
by fit, and yields a densityne

ac>0.30 cm23 for the down-
going part of the electron distribution in the auroral cavi
The analytic form will be used in the double layer solutio
The auroral cavity ion distribution is modeled as a Maxwe
ian with Ti

ac55 keV andni
ac>0.1 cm23, consistent with the

FAST observations~see Ergunet al.,1 Fig. 9!.
The electron distribution on the ionospheric side is pl

ted in Fig. 4 along with a fit (f e f
is ) to the functional form in

Eq. ~7!. The fit ignores the part of the measured distributi
below 1600 eV~in other words, the fit is restricted to veloc
ties n,22.373109 cm/s) and results in n052.3
31019 cm/s, Te f

is >520 eV, andne f
is >0.30 cm23. The mea-

sured distribution is valid between;100 eV and 1600 eV
which can be compared to the solution (f e f

is ) derived from
the double layer model.

Figure 5 plots the ionospheric ion distributions. Th
circles represent the measured distribution which indicate
cold (;3 eV) population with a substantial drif
(;2.0 n thi , wheren thi is the ion thermal speed!. The dashed
line represents one count per reduced bin, that is, one c
is divided equally between all the measured bins that c
tribute to the reduced bin. The measured ion distribution
few points that are above the one-count level per redu
bin, but does display a significant anti-earthward bulk flo

eFIG. 4. The reduced, 1-D up-going electron distribution~circles! as mea-
sured by FAST in the ionosphere near the auroral cavity boundary. The
line is a fit to the functionf e

is described in Eq.~7! for n,2.373109 cm/s
~1600 eV!.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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The solid line represents a drifting Maxwellian labeledf i
is

constrained to a densityni
is54.0 cm23 with Ti

is53 eV and
nd52.0 n thi :

f i
is~n!5 f 0e2Mi (n2nd)2/2Ti

is
, ~8!

whereM is the H1 mass. Clearly, the ionospheric ion distr
bution is not as well constrained by the observations as
the electron distributions.Ti

is and nd are established to
roughly a factor of 2.

V. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS

Since F(z), f i
ac, f i

is , f e
ac, f e f

is are specified by fits to
observations, the reflected ionospheric electron distribut
f er

is , can be derived from Eq.~4!. By itself, the existence of a
solution f er

is (z,n)>0,;(z,n) will strongly support the hy-
pothesis of an oblique double layer. Furthermore, the s
tion is valid for energies less than the net potential of
double layer~1600 V!, so it can be compared with the ob
served ionospheric electron distribution in the range fr
100 eV to 1600 eV. We start with the simplest case by
suming strong magnetization and the assumption of a
lique planar structure~Fig. 1!. We later include the ion po
larization andEÃB drifts as perturbations and investiga
solutions with combinations of O1 and H1.

A. Strongly magnetized model

The numerical solutions are obtained from a Vlas
solver with one spatial dimension and one velocity–sp
dimension. The spatial dimension is scaled to account for
obliqueness of the double layer. As discussed above, we
sume an angle of;63° between the double layer normal a
B.

The basic procedures to obtain a self-consistent, tim
stationary solution of double layers are well doc
mented,5–8,13,14so we give a only a cursory description her
The potential,F(z), is prescribed from Eq.~6! on a 300 km

FIG. 5. The reduced, 1-D up-going ion distribution~circles! as measured by
FAST in the ionosphere near the auroral cavity boundary. The solid line
drifting Maxwellian which will be used to represent the ionospheric i
distributions. The dashed line is the 1-count level in a reduced bin.
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spatial grid with variable grid spacing. The grid spacing
;10 m on the ionospheric side and increases to;1 km on
the auroral cavity side, well below the local Debye lengths
the critical regions. The distributions,f a , are prescribed a
the boundaries of the spatial grid; the ionospheric distri
tions are on the left boundary, the magnetospheric distri
tions are on the right. The distribution functions are brok
into 100 to 400~as needed! velocity–space elements. Usin
the prescribed distributions at the boundaries andF(z), the
velocity space distributions are calculated at all the spa
locations between the boundaries. Once the densities h
been derived, the remainder function,g(z), in Eq. ~3! is
determined. The reflected ionospheric electron distributio
then derived by numerically integrating Eq.~4! and solving
for f er

is on an energy–space grid that corresponds to eac
the valuesF on the spatial grid. The distribution is the
interpolated onto a velocity space grid and combined w
the prescribed free ionospheric electron distribution d
played in Fig. 4.

The solution of the infinitely magnetized problem is di
played in Fig. 6 along with a table that summarizes t
boundary conditions. The top panel, Fig. 6~a!, plots the den-
sities of the five species as a function of distance alongB.
Panels~b!–~d! display the potential, parallel electric field
and net charge density. Electron densities are represente
dashed lines and ion densities by solid lines. The density
the auroral cavity ions on the right boundary was increa
from the observed value of;0.1 cm23 to ;0.15 cm23 to
make the right~auroral cavity! boundary charge neutral prio
to solving forg(z).

The auroral cavity species, prescribed on the right s
show only a small change in density. The precipitating el
trons (f e

ac) have a significant acceleration from a highe
altitude parallel electric field~;3400 eV in the observations!
so they are not strongly modified by the 1600 V potenti
The auroral cavity ions (f i

ac) originate from the plasma shee
and thus have a high temperature and show little signific
contribution to the double layer structure. The double la
solution inside the auroral cavity is substantially influenc
by the ion beam~accelerated ionospheric ions! and the au-
roral secondary electrons.

The solution, (f er
is ) indicates a cold, dense electron pop

lation on the ionospheric side that is reflected by the pot
tial. Its density, the dashed line on the left side of Fig. 6~a!,
decreases by two orders of magnitude in;1 km. The den-
sity of the ionospheric ions (f i

is) also decreases as the ion
are accelerated into a beam. The ion density decre
slightly less rapidly than that of the cold electrons whi
creates the positive charge layer. The free electron popula
from the ionosphere (f e f

is ) penetrates the double layer an
contains;40% of the electron density within the auror
cavity. Figure 6~a! suggests that the ionospheric ion and ele
tron distributions dominate the physics of the double laye

The reflected ionospheric electron distribution (f er
is ) that

was determined from the double layer solution is combin
with the free electron distribution (f e f

is ) and plotted Fig. 6~e!
as a solid line. The measured electron distribution is plot
as circles. The combination off er

is and f e f
is is nearly identical

a
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FIG. 6. The self-consistent numerical solution to an oblique, asymmetric double layer using fits to observed distributions. Both electrons and ions are assumed
to be infinitely magnetized.~a! The densities of the ionospheric and magnetospheric populations as a function ofz, the distance alongB. ~b! The electric
potential,F. ~c! The parallel electric field alongB. The asymmetric shape in the electric field results from the strong density gradient.~d! The charge density.
The double layer is, in total, charge neutral. The ionospheric side has a large but narrow (;1 km) positive charge layer. The auroral cavity side has a mode
charge layer that extends several kilometers.~e! The derived electron distribution (,1600 eV) and the prescribed electron distributions (.1600 eV). The
distribution functions at the boundaries are described in the accompanying table.
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to the observed distribution. Given the uncertainties in
prescribed distributions, the uncertainties in the prescri
potential, the fact that the prescribed distributions were
quired on different flux tubes, and the assumption of infin
magnetization, we find that the solution in Fig. 6 is in r
markably good agreement with the observations. This an
sis supports the hypothesis that the parallel electric field
the ionospheric–auroral cavity transition region is se
consistently supported as an oblique double layer.

B. Ion polarization and E ÃB drifts

One of the challenges in modeling the ionosphe
boundary of the auroral cavity as an oblique double laye
that the ions are not strongly magnetized,7 particularly in the
case of O1. Fortunately, we can account for these 2-D
fects by treating the polarization andEÃB drifts as pertur-
bations to the ionospheric ion density in the 1-D problem7

The polarization drift perturbatione in Eq. ~5! has an
absolute maximum value ofe>0.05 for H1 ions and e
>0.8 for O1 ions. The polarization drift for O1 therefore is
not adequately described by a first-order expansion for
prescribed potential that we derived from the observatio
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Instead, we use a more exact expression for the den
change under the guiding center approximation derived
Appendix A:

npnp

nunu

5AS 12
e

Mvci
2

dEx

dx D 2

1S e

Mvci
2

dEx

dz D 2

, ~9!

where nu and nu are the unperturbed density and veloc
andnp andnp are the density and velocity perturbed by t
polarization andEÃB drifts. Equation~9! reduces to Eq.~5!
in the limit of e!1.

TheEÃB drift in the y-direction reduces the net paralle
energy gained from the potential~in the direction of travel!
by 1/2MvEÃB

2 . Including the energy of theEÃB drift in Eq.
~9!, the ionospheric ion density is modified by

npnp

nunu

5AS 12
e

Mvci
2

dEx

dx D 2

1S e

Mvci
2

dEx

dz D 2

3A K02eF

K02eF11/2M ~Ex /B!2, ~10!

whereK0 is the initial ion kinetic energy. This perturbatio
can be introduced into the one-dimensional solution.
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FIG. 7. The self-consistent numerical solution to an oblique, asymmetric double layer using fits to observed distributions.~a! The densities as a function o
z, the distance alongB. ~b! The derived electron distribution. In this example, electrons are assumed to be infinitely magnetized. The ions are assum
weakly magnetized O1. The polarization drift and theEÃB drift are treated as perturbations using Eq.~10!.
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If H1 is the dominant ionospheric constituent,np /nu is
near unity and the solution for the densities and the c
ionospheric electron distribution cannot be visibly dist
guished from those plotted in Fig. 6. The perturbation to
O1 plasma density, however, is quite strong, so the O1 so-
lutions somewhat differ from the strongly magnetized ca
Figure 7 plots the solution for O1 ionospheric ions using the
perturbation described in Eq.~10!. The ion density in Fig.
7~a! drops more abruptly at the ionospheric side of t
double layer than in Fig. 6~a!. As a result, the calculate
electron distribution plotted in Fig. 7~b! has an enhancemen
in phase-space density atv>21.531029 cm/s and a deple
tion at v>0.831029 cm/s.

Figure 8 displays the solution for ionospheric ions
50% H1 and 50% O1. This ratio is roughly consistent with
the FAST ion mass spectrometer observations~20 second
average!. The O1 ions were treated as weakly magnetiz
@Eq. ~10!#. The predicted electron distributions are sligh
greater than the observed distributions atv>21.5
31029 cm/s but the 50% H1/50% O1 solution results with
a better agreement between the measured ionospheric
tron distribution and the solution at low energies (v.21.0
31029 cm/s) than seen in Fig. 6~100% H1!. Testing ratios
Downloaded 20 Jun 2003 to 128.32.147.66. Redistribution subject to AI
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in steps of 10%, we found that a 70% H1/30% O1 solution
results with the least deviation in the 100 eV to 1600
range.

Figure 8 illustrates the effect of the polarization a
EÃB drifts. The ionospheric O1 density~thin, solid line! in
Fig. 8~a! decreases more abruptly than does the H1 density
~thick line! at z52 km, primarily due to the polarization
drift. The O1 density then nearly plateaus atz53 km due to
the EÃB drift. The net effect of the O1 behavior on the
solution@Fig. 8~b!# is to cause an increase in the phase-sp
density of the solution atv>21.531029 cm/s and a de-
crease in phase-space density atv.21.031029 cm/s.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Modeling of FAST satellite observations of the paral
electric fields and the accompanying electron and ion dis
butions provides solid support to the idea that the para
electric field at the ionospheric boundary of the auroral c
ity is self-consistently supported as an oblique double lay
Numerical solutions to the Vlasov–Poisson equations in
cate that the observed electric fields, electron distributio
and ion distributions are in accordance with the obliq
f
d to 50%
FIG. 8. The self-consistent numerical solution to an oblique, asymmetric double layer using fits to observed distributions.~a! The densities as a function o
z, the distance alongB. ~b! The derived electron distribution. In this example, electrons are assumed to be infinitely magnetized. The ions are assume
be weakly magnetized O1 and 50% H1. The polarization drift and theEÃB drift in the O1 distributions are treated as perturbations using Eq.~8!.
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double layer interpretation. There are several interesting
tures that emerge from the observationally-driven numer
solution. The significant gradient in plasma density~a change
of nearly a factor of 10! across the double layer results in a
asymmetric electric field signature. The double layer ha
strong, confined positive layer on the ionospheric side an
moderate, extended negative charge layer on the auroral
ity side. The structure of the double layer is almost entir
determined by the ionospheric populations since the m
netospheric species have only a minor contribution to the
charge density.

The electron distribution on the ionospheric side
cludes scattered and reflected primaries, auroral seconda
and a cold population. The cold~3 eV! population, deter-
mined from the double layer solution, is almost entirely
flected in the first;1 km of the double layer, creating a thi
layer of a large positive charge. The hotter population (f e f

is ),
consisting of scattered primaries, auroral secondaries,
energetic ionospheric photoelectrons, penetrates the do
layer and makes up a substantial fraction~;25% to 50%! of
the electron density in the auroral cavity.

The ionospheric ions are observed to have a drift t
satisfies the Bohm condition. They are accelerated int
beam as they penetrate the double layer and wave–pa
interactions rapidly heat the ions parallel toB. The interplay
of the accelerated ion beam and the free electron popula
~reflected auroral electrons, electron secondaries, and
tered primaries! creates an extended, relatively weak neg
tive charge layer. Because of the dominant role of the io
spheric distributions, the auroral cavity distributions are
required by themselves to satisfy the Bohm condition. T
ion and electron pressures are in balance to lowest orde
the Langmuir condition may be satisfied in a stationa
frame.

The asymmetric shape of the electric field signal an
strong gradient in plasma density is seen in almost all di
observations of the parallel electric field. The above num
cal analyses demonstrate that the asymmetric shape o
electric field signal is in accordance with the strong dens
gradient. The relatively strong, localized positive char
layer on the ionospheric side scales more closely to the io
spheric Debye length whereas the extended, moderate n
tive charge layer scales with the Debye length in the aur
cavity.

The electric field observations in the example we st
ied, however, do not entirely support the planar model of
oblique double layer. Under a planar model, the two com
nents,E' andEi , should be highly correlated. Such a go
correlation is seen in roughly one half of the ten events id
tified by Polar and FAST. It is possible that the ionosphe
boundary may also form ‘‘stair step’’ potential structure.
this case, the two- or three-dimensional Laplacian oper
must be used in a Vlasov–Poisson solution.

The electron acceleration from the double layer can
sult in an unstable electron distribution and intense low
hybrid and quasi-dc turbulence. These waves may inte
with the double layer through ion heating. The intense el
trostatic wave turbulence heats the ions on the ionosph
boundary into a drifting ‘‘conic’’ distribution. The magneti
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mirror force then accelerated the distribution into the dou
layer. Ion heating may critically affect the double layer so
tion and therefore needs further investigation.

The solutions match the observations best if we acco
for the polarization drift andEÃB drift of O1 and include a
mixture of;70% H1 and 30% O1. The streaming ion beam
emerging into the auroral cavity may also be unstable.
spite of the large acceleration relative to the initial therm
speed, a strong instability is not expected from the ion be
interaction with the ambient ion population in the auro
cavity ~1 keV–5 keV plasma sheet ions!. The intense low-
frequency waves, however, are observed to coexist with
parallel electric field of the double layer indicating a she
instability, an ion–ion (O1/H1) two-stream instability, or
another wave-growth mechanism. This analysis suggest
oblique double layer as the lowest-order solution, but a fu
dynamic, two-dimensional analysis is needed for a better
derstanding.
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APPENDIX: ION POLARIZATION DRIFT

We derive the density change from the ion polarizati
drift using a geometric argument and assuming that the g
ing center approximation is valid, that is, the conditions
the polarization drift hold. As described by Swift,7 the guid-
ing center approximation also breaks down ase @Eq. ~5!#
approaches unity, so a full kinetic solution is ideal.

Figure 9 sketches the basic geometry and defines s
parameters. The argument goes as follows. The guiding
ters of ions A and B will follow the magnetic field until the
reach the double layer plane. Within the double layer,
paths are deflected by angleb ~variable! from the local equi-

FIG. 9. The deflection of the ion paths due to the polarization drift resul
a density perturbation that depends on the deflection angleb. The thick
dashed lines represent the plane of the double layer and the solid
represent two different ion paths.
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potential plane as they experience acceleration and a p
ization drift. In the plane of the double layer, the flux of th
ions through Surface 1 must be the same as that thro
Surface 2. The ions experience the identical potentials al
the double layer plane, so flux conservation becomes

nunu cos~u!5npnp cos~u2b!, ~A1!

where nu and nu are the unperturbed density and veloc
~that is, the density and velocity expected if there were
polarization orEÃB drift! andnp andnp are the density and
velocity perturbed by the polarization drift. Isolating, th
density perturbation due solely to the perturbation drift,
calculate

npnp

nunu
5

cos~u!

cos~u2b!
5

A11tan2~b!

11tan~u!tan~b!
. ~A2!

The deflection angleb can vary and is derived from th
guiding center motion of the polarization drift which can
described as

dx

dt
5

e

Mvci
2

dEx

dt
5

e

Mvci
2 S dEx

dx

dx

dt
1

dEx

dz

dz

dt D . ~A3!

From Eq.~A3!, the ion trajectories can be described by

dx

dz
5

e

Mvci
2

dEx

dz Y S 12
e

Mvci
2

dEx

dx D . ~A4!

For convenience, we use the relation

dEx

dx
5

dEx

dz
tan~u!, ~A5!

and, as described in Eq.~9!, let

e5
e

Mvci
2

dEx

dx
. ~A6!

Equation~A3! becomes

dx

dz
5

e

tan~u!~12e!
5tan~b!, ~A7!
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whereb is the instantaneous angle of deflection.
Combining Eqs.~A2! and ~A7!, we get

npnp

nunu
5A~12e!21e2 cot2~u!

3AS 12
e

Mvci
2

dEx

dx D 2

1S e

Mvci
2

dEx

dz D 2

. ~A8!
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